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Erratum 
Volume 40, Number 1 (1981), in the article, "Multiplicative Partial 
Integration and the Trotter Product Formula," by P. Masani, pp. 1-9: 
Due to typographical errors, boldface script letter "ell" instead of boldface 
numeral "one" was printed in several instances. For the readers' 
convenience, the portions of the text in which the incorrect symbols appeared 
are reprinted in correct form below. 
Page 1, the first paragraph of the Introduction: 
Let A be a Banach algebra with unit 1 over the field ~: ([7 = R or C) and 
normed (or renormed) so that I11 = 1. Let Ain v be the multiplicative 
subgroup of invertible elements of A. For what follows only non- 
commutative A will be of interest. 
Page 2, Definition 1.2: 
1.2. DEFINITION. (a) We say that fE/A [a'b] is l~-integrable on [a, b] iff 
lim~l J(f, n, n*) exists. (b) When f is/? integrable on [a, b], we call this limit 
the l~-integral o f f  on [a, b] and denote it by ~b a (1 + f(t) dt). 
Page 3, Theorem 1.4: 
1.4. THEOREM. (a) Let f~  A [a'b]. Then the following conditions are 
equivalent: 
(b) 
(a) f is l~-integrable, 
(fl) lim/£(f, n, 7r*) exists. 
For R-integrable f on [a, b] to A, we have 
lim~/£(f, n, n*) = t~r~olim/~(f, n, n*) =/£ (1 + f(t) dt). 
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